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claim the most complete line of Spray Pumps and Fixtures to be found in the city. It is ourWEconstant aim to get everything: of merit that is introduced to Fruit Growers. As a result of thor-
ough investigation of various lines, we offer goods that have already proven their merit. The

pumps manufactured by the Hardie Mfg. Co. and Bean Spray Pump Co. are known wherever fruit is
produced. You can't afford to risk your crop by using a makeshift pump any more than we can afford
to risk our reputation by offering you such goods. We have implicit confidence in every pump we sell,
and are ready to back our judgment with our personal guarantee. Our prices are right, and we quote
the same price to all. We have a dozen inquiries every day about cost of pumps and outfits complete.
Look over this listif you don't find exactly what you want, we will gladly quote you prices on other outfits.

$2.00 To $3.75 $7.50$5.00 and $7.5050 Cents
Tin Garden Sprayer

made of heavy ma-

terial and well brac-

ed in every way so
as to stand hard
knocks. Just the
thing for rose bush-
es and plants.

BRASS BUCKET PUMPS

Every home whether in city
or country has use for one of
these pumps. They are con-

structed entirely of brass
and have brass ball valves.
A little stream thrown out
from the bottom agitates the
liquid. Simply set the pump

Handy Sprayers
A small five gallon 'tank made of galvanized tin or
brass. The galvanized is cheaper but if Bordeaux is

to be used, buy the brass. Fill tank nearly full, and
by few strokes of pump, pressure enough is secured
for stream for several minutes. Very handy and
much cleaner than open bucket, as it cannot slop

Hardie Bucket Pump
The most practical bucket pump to be found. Made

entirely of brass, with hard brr.ss ball valves and
large air chamber. Bucket and pump make com-

plete outfit. Hose and nozzle included in price of
only $7 50. Can be used to great advantage in

small family orchard, on young trees, or for bushes

and garden work.

in the bucket of material, place one foot on the rest
and work the handle up and down. Excellent for
very young trees or garden. over.
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5 O C fi Buys the Hardie Twin Cylinder, capable of easily taking care of two lines of hose. A very easy running pump--n- ot a man-kille- r.

By the use of two cylinders, we obtain a balance of power and an evenness of flow to the airchamber not obtainable with a single
cylinder pump, no matter what devices are used with it. The plunger, plunger tubes, ball valves, valve cages and caps, packing
nuts, etc., are made of hard brass. The plungers are packed from the outside. The valves are so arranged that they can be easily
reached. The construction is strong, compact and convenient. The handle is removable, and can be used in a verticle or horizon-
tal position. Dimensions: Air chamber 24x8 inches. Stroke 3J4 inches.

7 OO Takes the Bean Pump No. 6 or 7--- all the features of more expensive pumps, but lss capacity. Pumps mounted on platform, withy J gUag6t cut-of- f, suction hose and strainer. A good one.
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$37
$44

For the Bean Magic No. 10 Pump. One of the easiest running pumps ever made. Best suited for single line of hose, but will do
better work and more of it with two lines of hose than many of the pumps regularly sold as two line pumps.
For this pump, with following equipment: Guage, single cut-of- f, suction hose and strainer, one 8 or 10-fo- ot bamboo extension with
cut-o- ff and nozzle, and 25 feet best hose all fitted.

This price is for the grower who already has his hose, rods and$46.00 Buys the largest Bean Hand Power Pump made. It is their No. 9.
nozzles. The pump is equipped with guage, suction hose, etc.

$f O O O 's tle Pr'ce f n,s PumP with a complete outfit consisting of two 8 or 10-fo- ot bamboo rods, with cut-of- fs and nozzles, and twoJ foot lengths best hose, all fitted. This pump will easily keep 120 pounds pressure when supplying two lines.
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We have barrel pumps galore. Hardie, Bean, Goulds, Pomona, Honarch, Fruitall--wh- y not buy where you find a stock and va-
riety? We have a pump for every orchard--larg- e or small. Our smallest and cheapest pumps, selling for $7.00, will supply one
Bordeaux nozzle or two Vermorel nozzles with small openings; when operated at 35 strokes to the minute will convert into a fine

$

$ 10 O O sPray 4 2a"ons of liquid per hour. Our largest and most expensive Barrel pump, selling for $19.00, is made entirely of brass, Isy fitted for two lines of hose, and will supply six to eight nozzles. Operated at the rate of 30 strokes to the minute, will convert
into a fine spray 240 gallons of liquid per hour.

C I h c O O uvs tie Hardie Simplex Power Pump. i2 Horse power Ideal gas engine with jack and pump, mounted on two steel beams cov- -y ered with light flooring. Space does not permit a detailed description, but we have one set up ready to demonstrate to you.

$275 00 ake5 tne Hardie Triplex Power Sprayerwithout the trucks or special equipment.

3 ? O O O Takes the Triplex mounted on trucks, complete with rods, hose, nozzles and everything ready for work. This is the outfit we havetj) atverti5ed so muchsee our window display. Our list of purchasers on this outfit is growing each day.
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THAT'S ALL THAT'S ENOUGH


